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Attachment D to IvicCreight letter of 6/8/78, "24 documents referred to! CRD, DJ. 

Exemptions claimed: (b)(1),(3),(6) and (7)(!),(C) and (D) for all. For CRD records, all 
(c), one case (D),5358. 

Serial 1766 is in Section 14. Four records in that Section are withheld and marked 
"Refer to DOJ. 11 (One only in this release.) 

What the McCreight letter fails to state is that this record was referred to the Depart
ment in 1976. This is 1978. I made a number of requests for the FBI to ask those to 
whom records had been referred to process them. At our November meetings CRD claimed to 
have processed all relevant records. It then lied or the FBI has just been sitting 
on these records. 

Why this Serial had to be referred is not at all clear. It is a covering letter for 
some letters to DOJ from citizens. 

.u. 
Serial 1823 has a memo slip reading merely "More transmittals," from J. Harold Flannery 
to Mro Long9 who marked "Bo action necessary." It and 1824, 1827 9 1866, 1874, 1 ITT5, 1887, are 
all similar l etters from citizenso The FBI gave me hundreds of these without referring 
them to any other componento Why these were referred and why all the delay is unexplained 
if not u.nexplainableo Also 2572,2578, 3072,4~ · 

Several similar to 1887 were provided, with the name withheld. The name of a publisher 
of a newsletter? I spoke to the FBI and wrote it a number of times about this particu
lar withholding and the attitude toward withoiding it represent without response. Th& 
name is of Mrs. Almena Lomax, as I told the FBio It was not secret. Just withheld. 

2109 relates to the late Bill Sartor's writing-investigating and the story of John 
M~ Ferren. All of this was well known, I kept telling the FBI that much had appeared in 
~t, froIJl Time magazine to my own book and the rest was known - that Sartor was 
dead and that his wife had given me his notes and manuscripte but it presisted in 
withholding. Not one of the records on which spurious claims to withholding were made 
has been replaced. W~ this letter to the AG had to be referred and many other not 
referred is not at all clear. But there are many records that, with these unjustified 
withholdings in them, can mislead others in the future, others who may use them in the 
E'BI reading room. The facts about McFerrenare that the Memphis SAC spent much time giving 
all the allegations and the disproofs to the press, from which I learnedo Were none of 
the foregoing true there appears to be neither need nor basis for the withholding. 5197,tooo5358 

Wliy 3072 should have been referred to DoJ is a mysteryo It is from SAC, .ackson, to 
Director, with no DoJ attachmentG " 

4505, Pollak to Director, forwards drafts of extradition affidavits, attached. When I 
obtained the actual affidavits used on C.A.718-70 why these were referred or delayed is 
not apparent. 

5899, without naming me, refers to my C.A.718-70. Says related DJ file is 125-12-1403~ which 
should have 9een supplied)in response to my PA r equest. Extradition file 95-100-473. here 
an apparent land baseless reason is given for not disclosing any more Ray info, 
"there is an outstanding complaint charging Ray with a civil rights violation." Of this, 
"the matter is still under consideration in this Division (CID}''. Under the extmdition,(treaty, 

as many released recoris establish, this was impossible. It is a transparecny for withholding 
what could be embarrassing. I wonder if there are r ecords I should have received in C.A.718-70 
that I've still not received. 

5904 asks for several inquiries, one of Renfro Hays nonsense another the subject of contmnuing 
CRD and FBI withholding, what Ken Smith reported to CRD of the Byron vlatson fabrications. 
CRD and the FBI have not r esponded to my appeals on this and r elated matters. Yet here the 
same information is not withheld. Also 5908. With 5942, which is something else Fenster-
wald reported, all should have been made available under the release he provided and that 



part of the information request. 

6132 is exact~y the kind of record the DJ Office of Legal Counsel has just wmt~ed 
under claim to (b)(5). 6132 is one of a series of such records, the others, as best I 
reeall, all released a year or more ago. These relate to the; efforts of the Aj_ng family 
and friends to obtain certain records and possiblt to be of help to DoJ. Why this and not 
the others had to be referred to DoJ I do not see, as I do not see why at this late 
date the 6/8/76 memo is withheld and this one of 6/30.76, obviously on the same sub-
ject and of the same content, is not withheld. 

(The OLC letter is so elliptical it tries to hide all detail, which makes it ridiculous 
in the context of an historical case and the m

8
ss of available recoris.) 

After having read all of these I see no reason for any one to have been referred, for 
any one to have been wit~d, or for any of the inordinate delay in processing them. ·~ 
While checking the worksheets I found that there are others said to have been referred to • DoJ that are not among these. 

Aside from accomplishing non-compliance and stonewalling r equesters like m~ what this 
kind of thing accomplishes is a great waste of li-overnment time anti money. :}:tis make
work, perhaps part of the l arge campaign to build phoney statistics in an effort to 
obtain changes in the Acto 

It is possible to be suspicipus about some of these r ecords and t heir ellipsis. ilhat 
J~ris Leonard said in 5899, for example, about "civil r ights violation." In a later 
letter he said "we retain presecutive interesto" I mpossible. To obtain Ray's extradition 
the U.S. had to insist there had not been a conspiracy. It did insist there had not been. 
Otherwise, no extradition under the treaty. Also under the treaty Ray could be tried only 
on the charge on which he was extradictedo How the lawyers could not have been aware is 
hard to seeo The obvious inference is that they were hiding something, whether or not 
this was in their minds. 


